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CURATORIAL STATEMENT

In the Ernest Mancoba Education Poster Project (EMEPP) we set out to spread
knowledge about Ernest Mancoba’s art and philosophy through running art
workshops, screening films about Mancoba and showing posters of his work
and sayings. We drove 30,000km around SA and had extraordinarily rich
experiences but no-one but ourselves and the participants in our workshops
would have known about our experiences if we hadn’t come back with
photographs and films of our journey.
They tell a story about worlds that rarely feature in the media: teachers
concerned about their students, students eager to learn, isolated artists
surviving in a society that doesn’t appreciate them.
The photos give you, the viewer, an opportunity to connect with people in
other parts of South Africa, in Thohoyandou, Gemsbokspruit, Lwandle and
Grassy Park and others places and share their pride of achievement in the art
making workshops. Some of the participants had made art for the first time.
The photos also show established artists like Thami Jali in Durban and Avashoni
Mainganye in Thohoyandou, who volunteered to help us. We see the teachers
in Johannesburg and Thohoyandou who said art education helps with Maths
education because it teaches problem solving and we see the talented, very
young, boy who enthusiastically joined our workshop in Lwandle because his
grandmother was catering for the workshop. Then there is the University of
Fort Hare lecturer, Mcgina Sobopha, who took off a weekend and drove to
Willowvale to help us. He officiated at the prize-giving and we dreamt that one
of the young people he gave prizes to may one day study art at his University.
Then there were the artists who cried in Kimberley and Port Elizabeth just
because they heard about Mancoba for the first time. The photographs also
show the young women in Mpumalanga for whom Mancoba’s Madonna spoke
directly to the possibility of black pride.
We learnt as much as we taught and some of the most profound lessons were
from ’illiterate’ traditional artists who most easily grasped Mancoba’s message.
Sometimes, as at Khaiso senior secondary school in Seshego, or The University
of Fort Hare, in Alice, we traced Mancoba’s own footsteps.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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Ernest Mancoba grew up in the cosmopolitan ‘reef’ as Gauteng was called
then. He was exposed to many cultures on the mines as a child. As a young
man during the 1930s he lived, studied and worked in different parts of South
Africa: The Eastern Cape, the Western Cape, Bloemfontein, Polokwane and
Johannesburg. He didn’t use a camera but his memory accurately recorded the
visual languages of his country. Years later in Paris this knowledge emerges in
his paintings.
If we learnt anything from him it is that there is a richness in getting to know
your society, your people, your country.
Mancoba was away from South Africa for 56 years. He returned as the hero
who has undertaken a spiritual journey and comes back carrying a prize. The
prize was that he’d woven a wonderful South African/African visual knowledge
in with that of many other cultures and brought back an extraordinary message
for us - a simple yet profound message of mutual human respect, which
he hoped that we might ‘hear’. He wanted just to be heard and for us to
appreciate the messages in his paintings, which were woven around the two
sayings he held dear as his guide to life: Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you and umuntu ngamuntu ngabanye abantu.
We too collected a prize, art that expresses talent, which we found the length
and breadth of South Africa. It is imbued with the inspired and generous
teaching of our team of artists who widened the circle to embrace the
more than 2000 participants in our workshops: Peter Clarke, Charles Nkosi,
Ezekiel Budeli, Lionel Davis, Grace Tshikuvhe, Athi Mongezeleli Joja, Tumelo
Mokopakgosi, Velile Soha, Mrs Mahlangu, Mrs Mbonani and Mrs Mzisa and
photographers/filmmakers Dingan Thomas Kapa and Abdulcadir Ahmed Said.
The generosity of spirit of these accomplished and community oriented artist/
teachers was key to the sense of upliftment we all felt at the end of each
workshop.
We also came back with insights about ways to solve the crisis in arts education
in South Africa. We are grateful to all the galleries who produced platforms
to show the art and photographs and to share what we learned. We continue
the journey with sadness as we remember our good friend, Peter Clarke. Our
thoughts and prayers are with Wonga Mancoba as he battles for his heath in
hospital in Paris.
Bridget Thompson
EMEPP Project director November 2014
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Why the Ernest Mancoba Education Poster Project?
At an artist’s workshop held alongside the exhibition, In the name of all
Humanity the African spiritual expression of Ernest Mancoba, Charles Nkosi,
doyenne of South African art teachers argued that we needed to do something
about the dire situation of art education in schools. He said that untrained
teachers were teaching art, perhaps doing more harm than good.
When we investigated further we discovered that there was also a lack of
teaching materials and that, whilst Mancoba’s work is part of the schools
Visual Arts curriculum, teachers and artists alike lament the lack of resources
available to support the teaching of the Arts and Culture and Visual Arts
curriculums.
As an art teacher describes it:
“While the subject framework is wonderful and exciting in its scope,
providing teachers with new potential for developing insight… there is at
the same time a great lack of available content, i.e. relevant, accessible
information! Teachers are simply expected to research their own content,
which is time consuming particularly since most of the resources for African
Art are not accessible.”
In an attempt to address these problems the Ernest Mancoba Education Poster
Project (EMEPP) brought posters of key works and texts from the exhibition: In
the name of all Humanity, the African Spiritual expression of Ernest Mancoba,
and two films on Mancoba, to an audience of teachers, artists and students at
community art centres. This happened during school holidays and weekends in
9 provinces over 2010 - 2011. These materials were provided in an interactive
educational process in a series of workshops at art centres in peri-urban and
rural areas:
So the EMEPP was a response to the need for an educational intervention in
arts education, but in addition those of us who worked on the project, were
inspired to share Mancoba’s aesthetic and philosophy.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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The Significance of Mancoba’s Work:
“Mancoba’s achievement flies in the face of all the binaries that are
constructed by colonialism – white/black, coloniser/colonised, self/other,
modern/primitive, etc etc – and whose legacies continue to undermine the
freedom of the postcolonial, liberated subject, by denying him/her a place in
the genealogy of mainstream modernism. Mancoba has not only challenged
but demolished these binaries.” Rasheed Araeen founding editor of Third Text
Mancoba’s ideas and art provide a framework with which to engage African
and western traditions, sculpture and painting, the spiritual and material
dimensions of art, figurative and abstract art languages and ancient and
contemporary movements in art.
In an integrated and holistic way, his work allows one to make connections
with many cultures, for example Mandalas, Persian rugs, native American
beadwork. It also expresses the balance and harmony of pre-industrial societies.
However, it is not only through the form but also through the meaning of his
work that Mancoba’s vision offers a bridge to heal the severing of memory
that took place during the apartheid years. It allows us to properly recognise
indigenous visual knowledge and aesthetic principles, which are not taught
formally in our institutions of learning.
Engaging with Mancoba’s message, we can transcend our cultural limitations
and approach a deeper world-view that embraces the very essence of what it
means to be human.

What we learnt from Mancoba and the EMEPP
We set out with a sense that there was a strong connection between
Mancoba’s paintings and Southern African beadwork and not surprisingly it
was a beadwork artist and three Ndebele painters who took us deeper into his
work through their fluid appreciation of the meaning of colours and symbols in
his paintings.
In Gemsbokspruit, Mrs Leah Mzisa’s lecture in Ndebele on the symbolism of
colour and composition in Ndebele art knocked the socks off the universitytrained artists in our midst. Mrs Mzisa reminded us that in South Africa there is
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an inestimably valuable world of visual knowledge, which is transmitted orally
but not coded into our education system.
Her lesson highlighted the meaning of one of Mancoba’s oft repeated phrases:
What are we leaving on the way of this so-called progress?
Another of Mancoba’s sayings is the material that one uses is secondary what is
important is the message that is left for the coming generations. Peter Clarke,
Lionel Davis, Charles Nkosi, Ezekiel Budeli and others showed how it was
possible to create art with found objects. They too had been required to make
art in less than congenial conditions and found ingenious ways around the
restrictions.
Considering the stereotypical response to art and artists by society at large
(useless impractical, not serious) we were delighted to find Mathematics
teachers fervently extolling the values of art education because it teaches
learners to solve problems.
And this lecture (http://www.ted.com/talks/ron_eglash_on_african_fractals.
html) on the relationship between African art and fractal geometry further
reinforced our understanding of the following words by Mancoba: African art is
a human contribution for the survival of man, as such, universally.
During the EMEPP we became acutely aware of how dire the problems in
arts education are in South Africa. (See further in the documentary we made
with teachers who poignantly discuss their challenges.) At the same time we
encountered models that could address these problems quite efficiently and be
implemented quite easily because the seeds for their implementation already
exist.

Proposed solutions to the arts education crisis
informed by the EMEPP
A solution to school art education in cities: Battswood Arts College Grassy
Park Cape Town provides a centre of arts teaching where arts teachers have
permanent classrooms equipped with the tools necessary to teach their
discipline. Learners are bussed in from schools in the vicinity for their classes
in art, music, dance and drama.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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A solution to creating a bridge to university education for talented
artists who have had no school art education: Funda Community
College Soweto provides a 3 year diploma course which allows students to
enter the 2nd year of Wits Universities visual art degree. It used to provide
the same in music, dance and drama but due to a lack of support and a
‘veterans occupation’, the college,which has produced many significant
artists in the past 30 years, is hanging on by a thread.
A solution to providing arts and culture teachers with skills:
Wits Universities Art Education programme for teachers. Teachers are often
arbitrarily assigned to teach arts and culture without having training in any
of the arts disciplines. Wits education department provided a course in visual
art to a number of teachers in the Ekhuruleni district of Johannesburg. We
had the pleasure of working with these teachers on the EMEPP. This model
could be further explored.
Solution to the problem of the 2% attendance at SA museums
and galleries and arts education in peri-urban and rural areas.
Community art centres could serve as nodal points for arts education for
all arts disciplines in peri-urban and rural areas. They provide the obvious
meeting place between artist and teachers who need each other in order to
develop art education. They could also provide an access point for digitised
representations of all SA museums and galleries holdings, thereby ensuring
that our visual patrimony is democratically available across the country.
A travelling institute to upgrade the skills of artists, teachers and
students: The EMEPP was effectively a travelling institute of experienced
and committed artist/ teachers, most of whom spoke indigenous languages
and had a strong sense of art’s place in collective community development.
Using Mancoba’s aesthetic in his paintings and sculptures, together with his
philosophy, as a guiding framework we were able to bridge western and
African idioms and much more besides. A project with similar premises could
fruitfully service educational needs at community art centres.
Finally, a proposal to UNISA: The contradiction of declining student numbers
combined with the thirst for arts education revealed in the more than 2000
EMEPP evaluations suggest that creative solutions are needed. UNISA is
excellently placed to develop a distance version of the FUNDA diploma
course. Such a course could be supported at community art centres in the
way that SACHED supported UNISA studies in the 1980’s.
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Seminars on Mancoba’s life and art:

Red Location Museum, Port Elizabeth

William Humphreys Gallery, Kimberley

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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University of Fort Hare, Alice

Gugulective HQ, Gugulethu

Polokwane Art Museum
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Making Art in the spirit of Mancoba.
Battswood Art College

At Battswood Arts College in Grassy Park (Western Cape) the guest artist was
Lionel Davis, assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja. The workshop focused on the
use of colour. Collective paintings of the sea and individual color portraits were
made from photographs. Lamberti Zanaza introduced the symbolic language of
colour in beadwork to young people who carefully colour matched the colours
of their takkies to their t-shirts.
To inspire them the high school art students were asked to work collectively
and they were encouraged to use colour creatively in their portraits.
Collective paintings:
Students had to first prime their hardboard with white acrylic paint. Then
there was a brief collective discussion on what they wanted to portray in their
painting. Each student in each group had to participate in creating the image.
Materials:
Hardboard and brown card, oil pastels, acrylic paint, pencil crayons, pencils,
crayons and glue.
Individual paintings:
Each student had to take a photo of a person and conceptualise their painting,
either by directly copying the image or creatively using the image to come up
with something new. Central to their task was to use color in an unfamiliar
way. When finished they mounted their paintings on a hardboard/mounting
board.
Material:
Magazines, rulers, pastels, crayons, pencils.
Mounting:
Hardboard, cartridge paper, masking tape, ruler.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

The prize winners:

Kyle Jacobs

Aaleyah Solomon Tyler Solomon

Brandon Lee Mopp
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Drill Hall

The Keleketla Library at the Drill Hall, Johannesburg, was the venue for a
workshop with Arts and Culture teachers from Ekhureleni. These teachers were
doing a course on teaching arts and culture with the Education Department of
the University of the Witwatersrand under lecturer Theresa Giorza. Jane Lane
of the Constitutional Court Art Trust and Betsi Pendry of the Living Together
Institute brought all the parties together.
Tumelo Mokopakgosi and Ezekiel Budeli were the guest artists, assisted by
Athi Mongozeleli Joja and Michael Mahlangu. Charles Nkosi gave an inspiring
introductory talk.
The approach was to give teachers the opportunity to make a piece of art so
that they could experience making art themselves before teaching others.
They were also shown how to use found objects in order to be able to repeat
the experience in class without having to purchase art materials. Teachers (two
in each group) were encouraged to come up with their own concepts, which
they explained after the completion of the art work.

Found Objects:
These are randomly found objects that are used to make art rather than
traditional art materials like paint, brushes, pencils and so on. Instead the artists
choose materials that exist in their environment, like paper, seeds, sticks, bones,
shells, rice and so on.
Materials:
Board, seeds, painted sand, glue, string, paper.
The participants were fascinated by the uses of recycled materials in art
making. They enjoyed the group dynamics and found the analysis of artworks
very stimulating. They also found the discussion around the challenges of
teaching art and crafts at schools very usefull. The teachers responded very

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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enthusiastically to the experience. They got a sense of belonging to a dynamic
community of creative activists and said this was an inspiration to them.

After the workshop one wrote “We are now pregnant with ideas and
knowledge and we need to share it with fellow educators.”

Prize winners:
Dorah T Theko and Laura Montso
Mummygirl Seakamela and Mabel Mdhluli
Malose Jack Leso and Chuene Phystus Nkoana
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Durban Art Gallery

In KwaZulu-Natal we worked at the Durban Art gallery. Here Charles Nkosi,
Ezekiel Budeli and Lionel Davis were the guest artists, assisted by Athi
Mongezeleli Joja. Our host was curator Musa Mncwabe, and education officer
Witty Nyede participated in the lectures.
In this workshop the participants were shown some techniques of abstract
painting and then used these collectively and individually using acrylic paint on
canvas.
We were touched by the participation of a number of senior artists from
the Durban art community, including Thami Jali (print maker, ceramicist),
Bongumenzi Ngobese (mixed media, 2010 Absa L’Atelier Award; Gerard Sekoto
Prize Winner), Lindelani Ngwenya (sculptor and painter), Sbusiso Robert Duma
(painter), Mondli Mdanda (sculptor) and Welcom Danca (painter).

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

Abstract art
Abstract Art is a visual language. It uses form, colour and line to create a
composition which isn’t immediately recognisable. It conveys instead a sense of
something, a mood or feeling.
As Ernest Mancoba used abstract techniques including automatic drawing and
painting, it was apt that this workshop explored one of his methods.
Prize winners:
Bonginkosi Hlophe; Sthenjwa Luthuli; Lumkile Mzayiya; C P Hlongwane;
Amanda Mthembu.
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Funda Centre

At the Funda Centre in Gauteng storyboarding and film language was taught
to senior arts students. These students were already competent illustrators and
they were keen to stretch their skills into another application. They wanted to
learn about film language so they could explore job opportunities in that arena.
The guest artist was the project’s filmmaker and photographer, Abdulkadir
Ahmed Said, who was assisted by film-maker Dingan Thomas Kapa.

STORYBOARDING:
Storyboarding is a technique used in filmmaking where illustrations are used as
visual organisers to tell the story panel by panel. Storyboards allow the director,
cinematographer and designer to get a sense of the look and language of the
film during the preplanning process before shooting.
Materials:
Paper, rulers, cardboard, a range of pencils and a plastic rubber.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

Prize winners:
Thomas Moremi; Tumelo Mokopakgosi; Mzimkulu Gojo; Thulisile Shongwe;
Teboho Benedict; Victor Mofokeng; Xolani Tshabablala; Mapule Tsoute.

Gemsbokspruit

At Vumabesala Senior Secondary School in Gemsbokspruit, Mpumalanga,
we were privileged to have three great traditional Ndebele artists leading
the workshop: Mrs Mzisa, Mrs Mahlangu and Mrs Mbonani. The workshop
was devised by Charles Nkosi and Ezekiel Budeli and facilitated by Michael
Mahlangu. They taught Ndebele painting, using coloured sand innovatively.
Collective and individual paintings were prepared.
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Ndebele painting:
As its name suggests, is done by the Ndebele people. It is derived from
an indigenous knowledge of visual symbols. The patterns used are usually
repeated throughout the design in combinations which imply different
meanings. The geometric patterns and shapes are first drawn with a black
outline which is later filled with colour. The colours are symbolic too so through
the use of colour and line the paintings read like a story.
Materials:
Pencils, scissors, paper, glue, plastic ketchup dispensers, acrylic paint, coloured
sand, canvas and boards.
Group paintings
Traditional artists collaborated with the participants in creating two large
Ndebele paintings on hardboard.
Individual paintings:
Students were encouraged to make their own paintings which were influenced
by the Ndebele traditional style but adding their own interpretation and
subjects.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

Prize winners:
Amanda Aphane; Thulani Mathibela; Tumelo Moshoadiba; Collen Mgidi;
Meisie Mahlangu.
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Lwandle Migrant Worker Museum, the Strand

Before running the workshop at the Lwandle Migrant Worker Museum in the
Strand, Western Cape, we arranged a meeting between veteran artists Peter
Clarke and Lionel Davis and the Lwandle community of artists. The Lwandle
artists raised a number of difficulties they had in developing their careers. One
was that they didn’t know how to mount their work.
We also realised that they didn’t use any printing techniques and that printing
could potentially allow them to make an income from their art as it allows one
to make multiple copies of works which can then be sold. It also allows one
to print designs on useable items like calendars, bags, table cloths or items of
clothing.
So we arranged a number of ways to share skills in Lwandle. The workshop was
split into two groups, one of young students and one with the community’s
practicing artists. These older artists were taught mounting techniques by
Lionel Davis assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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Then Lionel and Athi moved on to run a workshop with the young students
in drawing, painting and mono printing techniques whilst guests artists Velile
Soha assisted by Boniface Mwiru, taught linocut techniques to the older artists.
We also arranged for a small group of artists to visit a silkscreen project in
Khayalitsha (Philani Development Centre) and Peter Clarke, silkscreen artist
Funiwe Kumbula and others gave a presentation on different ways to use
printing techniques on cloth.
Monoprinting is a form of printing that makes only one copy, unlike other
techniques that can make multiple and almost identical copies. The standard
monoprint can be created by applying ink or acrylic paint to a surface. Then
either by drawing or removing the ink an image can be made. After that you
press a piece of paper on top of the surface the image will come off onto it.
There are various other monoprinting techniques including lithographs and
etching.
To make a linocut a design is carved into a piece of linoleum with a V-shaped
blade that looks like a chisel. The parts of the surface that were removed by
carving will appear on the print as a mirror-image drawing of the lino surface.
Then the linoleum is inked using a brayer (the roller) and a piece of paper is
applied to the inked surface and pressed by hand or by using a printing press.

Completed work at Lwandle migrant museum:
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monoprints

Materials:
Hardboard, canvas, crayons, oil pastels, glue and various
tools.
Mounting:
Mounting board, masking tape, scissors, ruler and pencil.
Mono print:
Triplex board, paper, acrylic paint, pencil.
Linocut:
Calico, lino, roller, turpentine, pencils, paint, cartridge
paper and pencil.

Prize winners:
Khayakazi Sumke; Silindile Sihlangu; M Mbasa;
Simamkele Mandela; Zimkita Longweni;
Wellington Myona; Lebenya Moruri.

linocuts

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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Mmabana Art Centre, Mafikeng
At Mmabana Art Centre in Mafikeng, North West Province, Charles Nkosi and
Ezikiel Budeli were the guest artists assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja. The trio
taught tie dying to enhance costumes for performance, as well as mask-making
techniques. We were hosted by Pumla Mpahlwa and Israel Monamodi.
The North West Province Department of Arts and Culture brought in artists
from the whole province to participate along with a young troupe of dancers
who wore costumes that were tie-dyed during this workshop.
Mask making:
The process of constructing an image of a face. It often resembles that of an
animal or an imagined creature. The artist first has to think about what the
mask should look like and then designs it using colour, shape and line. Diverse
materials are useful.
Materials:
Scissors, glue, rope and string, paints and brushes, cardboard and paper, found
objects.
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Dingan Thomas Kapa told a traditional tale which acted as the focus for the
mask-making. The masks and the tie dyed costumes were then worn in a
performance of the story by the dancers.

Tie dying:
A technique of dying textiles or clothes using objects and knots which prevent
the absorption of the die and thus introduce a pattern of lines. Then the
process is repeated using different colours to create a more complex design.
Materials:
Cotton fabric or garment, such as a T-shirt. (Note: Synthetic fabric will not
absorb the die),
Materials:
Calico, twine/string Materials: calico, twine, dye, salt, soda ash, acetate, boiled
water, pot or container and fabric, dye, salt, soda ash, acetate, boiled water,
pot or container.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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Prize winners:
Jonathan Chwaile; Lesego Moncho; Tenny Lerefolo
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Mmabana Art Centre in Thaba Nchu

At The Mmabana Art Centre in Thaba Nchu, Free state, Charles Nkosi and
Ezekiel Budeli were the guest artists assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja. They
taught tie dyeing and stenciling techniques. Artist Sithembele Mabohlo
demonstrated traditional beadwork techniques. We were hosted by Rochard
Boller a visual arts co-ordinator at the centre.
Tie dyeing:
A technique in which dye is applied to fabric after tying parts of it. The tied
parts will not absorb die so the finished product will be patterned with patches
of un-dyed fabric.
Materials:
Calico, twine, dye, salt, soda ash, acetate, boiled water, pot or container and
fabric.

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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STENCILLING:
In stenciling a design is cut out of a sheet of plastic or cardboard and ink or
paint applied to it will stain the sheet through the cut out sections, thus reproducing the pattern on the fabric surface beneath the stencil.
Material:
Hardboard, pencil, scissors, spray paint and Stanley knives.
Prize winners:
Ramose Mokoro; Thaba Mogoloane; Limakatso Motsoane.
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Elim
At the Khomanani papermaking project at Elim in the Limpopo Province, paper
was made for the Thohoyandou printmaking workshop.
The paper makers were Grace Tshikuvhe and Ezekiel Budeli assisted by Felicia
Vukeya. Grace and Ezekiel were originally trained in papermaking by Durant
Sihlali. The whole team helped with rinsing the banana pulp.
PAPER MAKING:
A process for converting vegetable matter into fibres that can be shaped and
dried into paper. Dry banana stalks were used in this workshop. First they were
boiled on an open fire until they turned to pulp. Stiff pieces were manually
removed from the pulp which was then rinsed. At the same time starch was
boiled. The mixture was placed in a ‘whizzer beater’ which cut the fibre that
was added to the pulp. Then it was put into a mixer and grinder (known as a
Hollander Beater) which macerates the fibre and starch was added to thicken it.
The mixture was then poured into buckets where it was left to set. Once it had
set the mixture was stirred (and water is added at this stage if the mixture is too

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
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thick). It should be firm, like porridge. Then a silk screen frame was put on top
of a wet cloth with the screen acting as a filter. The mixture was poured onto
the screen. After which the screen was removed leaving the mixture on the
cloth to dry into paper.
The materials:
dry banana fronds, water, large pot, bucket, jug, long stick to stir, stove or fire,
mixer/grinder/blender, industrial starch, silk screen frames and cloth.

Thohoyandou Community Art Centre
At Thohoyandou in Limpopo Province workshops were held at the
Thohoyandou Community Art Centre. The guest artists were Peter Clarke,
Ezekiel Buduli and Charles Nkosi assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja. They taught
linocut techniques using the paper made in the Elim workshop.
The team was hosted by Limpopo artists, Grace Tshikuvhe and Avashoni
Mainganye. Artist/Musician Matsheka Maluta played music for us and some
leading local wood sculptors visited the workshop.
Linocut:
Linocut is a technique where a design is carved into a piece of linoleum or
sometimes mounted on a wooden block with a V-shaped chisel knife. Then the
linoleum is ink using a brayer (the roller) and a piece of paper is applied on the
inked surface either with hand or even printing press. The printed image is the
reverse of the image that has been cut into the lino.
Participants were encouraged to choose their own theme and concept, but the
emphasis was on the linocut procedure. Prints were made using the banana
leaf paper made in Elim.
Linocut material:
Calico, lino, roller, ink, turpentine, pencils, paint and pencil, (banana leaf) paper.
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Prize winners:
Takalani Ligege, Lutendo Muthala, Azwifaneli Madzivhandila, Aaron
Luvhengo, Rendani Mudau, Rulan Mukwevho, Shuman Sidogi, Fhatuwani
Thanyani and Nelson Mudau.

Upington
At a rented municipal hall in Upington in the Northern Cape, Peter Clarke was
the guest artist, assisted by Athi Mongezeleli Joja. He taught basic painting and
his own unique paper collaging technique. Traditional artist ‘Patat’ demonstrated Khoi-San rock art painting techniques. Students participated in two
exercises, the paper collage and mixed media paintings.
A paper collage:
A form of visual art that is made by assembling fragments of photographs,
wrapping paper, newspaper, in fact any coloured or printed paper, to create a
single image. When the fragments have been arranged they are secured to a
base of cardboard or stiff paper using paper glue.
The materials:
Old newspapers, magazines, rulers, scissors, glue, string, oil pastels, paper,
paints, pencils and charcoal.
Students were encouraged to create mixed-media paintings that reflected on
who they are, what represents them personally or their background. They were
encouraged to use different media and styles.
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Prize winners:
Bongani Siko, Romano De Wee, Emanuel Simon

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

Willowvale
At the Willowvale Community Art Centre in Willowvale, Eastern Cape, Grace
Tshikuvhe and Athi Mongezeleli Joja were the guest artists teaching fabric
painting techniques. There was also a traditional artist, Mrs Mnyuteli Khayisa
Ntsimbi who demonstrated the making of traditional beadwork and discussed
its meaning amongst amaXhosa. Pro Sobopha, a fine art lecturer at the
University of Fort Hare, joined us at the workshop and handed out the prizes to
the participants.
There were two tasks for the participants, group and individual.
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Participants were given cloths and told to doodle shapes on them using flour
liquid from a squeeze bottle. They then had to wait till the flour had dried on
the cloth. Then they applied fabric paint to their cloth and left it to dry again.
Lastly they scraped off the dried flour which left blank spaces. These and the
painted areas work together to create an image.
Materials:
Fabric (calico), cake flour, masking tape, water, fabric paints, containers,
brushes, plastic knives.

Prize winners:
Siyabonga Qwane, Mzimasi Mbindeni and Zovuyo Hlotywa

A Project of the Arts and Ubuntu Trust
2010-2011

Artists/teachers Bio’s
Lionel Davis
(1936 - ) is an
artist, writer and
educationalist. He
has exhibited in
galleries around
the world and
contributed to
literary magazines,
books on education
and poetry anthologies. He was a
part of the anti-apartheid movement,
spending seven years imprisoned on
Robben Island, after which he spent
years doing educational work for the
Robben Island Museum.

Peter Clarke is
an internationally
acclaimed artist
and writer who has
produced a large
number of works
and appeared in
many exhibitions.
He has received the
Order of Ikhamanga, silver class, for
excellence in Art and Literature and
the Arts and Culture Trust Lifetime
Achievement Award, among others.

Sokhaya Charles
Nkosi is an
accomplished
abstract artist and
gifted art teacher. As
the visual director of
the FUNDA Centre
in Soweto he has
nurtured some of
South Africa’s most talented artists.

Ndeweleni Ezekiel Budeli is an
artist, activist, print maker, sculptor
and educationalist who teaches at the
FUNDA Centre in Soweto.

Velile Soha is an artist and print
maker who is currently artist in
residence at Greatmore Studios in
Cape Town.

Athi Mongezeleli Joja is a writer,
artist and activist from Cape Town.
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Mrs Mbonani, Mrs Mzisa, Mrs
Mahlangu are accomplished
Ndebele artists from Gemsbokspruit,
Mpumulanga, who have taught
internationally.

Tumelo Mokopakgosi is an artist
and educationalist from Soweto. He
is currently employed by the Funda
Community College as a visual arts
facilitator.

Dingan Thomas Kapa is an artist,
trainer/facilitator, a story teller and
filmmaker, from Alexandra.

Abdulkadir Ahmed Said is an
independent film-maker, photographer
and designer born in Somalia.

Grace Tshikuvhe, an artist from
Limpopo who specialises in printmaking
and papermaking.

Bridget Thompson is an independent
film-maker and educationist. She
is executive trustee of the Arts and
Ubuntu Trust.

CATALOGUE: Written and researched by Bridget Thompson, Zara Bosman
with Athi Mongezeleli Joja Edited by Patty Kolbe Layout and design Lori Gie

IN THE NAME OF ALL HUMANITY The African Spiritual Expression Of Ernest
Mancoba (26 June - 31 March 2007)

THE EMEPP WAS FUNDED BY:
National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund

SPONSORED BY:
The Department Of Arts And Culture

With additional sponsorship from:
The Department of Arts and Culture
The National Arts Council; IFAS

ALONG WITH:
The Royal Danish Embassy, The National
Arts Council, The Cape Town City Council,
Caltex Oil, Grand West Heritage Trust.

EXHIBITIONS of the EMEPP WERE
HOSTED BY:
IZIKO African National Gallery Annexe
27 August - 30 September 2012

ART WAS LENT BY THE FOLLOWING
INSTITUTIONS: African Bank Collection,
BornHolms kunstmuseum, Galerie Mikael
Anderson, Gold of Africa Mueum,
GORDON SCHACHAT COLLETION,
Courtesy of the trustees of the Irma
Stern Museum, IZIKO museum and SA
National Gallery , Johannesburg Art
Gallery, Museum Africa, Totem Meneghelli
Collection, Private Collectors.

UNISA Art Gallery August 13 2013
(art, photographs and film)
Fort Hare University
Emthonjeni Arts date 21-24 March 2014
William Humphreys Art Gallery
5 May 2014
PRESENTED BY:
Arts and Ubuntu Trust

Without significant support a project like this could never exist.
We thank our donors and those who have lent us art for our exhibitions and
project work. We’d particularly like to thank Wonga Mancoba.
We also thank our patient and wonderful service providers.
We are humbled by the selfless contribution of our trustees, past and present.
They shoulder the responsibility of the project without any reward.
We are especially grateful to the Chair of our trust, Zubeida Jaffer,
who has stood by us for the long haul.
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